
The HFS/Toyon HCRIS website has been updated with the 3rd Quarter data released by CMS on 
10/19/2015. The site has processed the new data and it can be viewed in the Snap Shot Reports, 
extracted through the Advanced Search and Extract and the .mcrx and .pdf reports (for 2552-10 reports 
only) have been made available.  

In addition, we have uploaded 2540-10 and 222-92 data. If you are interested in testing this data, let us 
know and we will give you access. 

  

System Newly Added Cost Reports Total Number of Cost Reports 

2552-10 3,034 49,881 

2552-96 472 122,616 

2540-10 7,471 61,759 

2540-96 23 206,888 

222-92 1,612 15,030 
 

  

HCRIS website version 1.2.0.23 
  
HCRIS 
  
Advanced Search and Extract - Side pane will auto populate with the selections made in Step 1. (D001-
00-009964) 
  
Advance Search and Extract - Reports that produce no data will now say 'No Data Found.' instead of 
showing a blank Excel report. (D001-00-010125) 
  
Advanced Search and Extract - When in a text box and Enter is pressed it will no longer trigger the help 
message to pop up. When making a selection on one of the fields hitting enter will trigger the next 
button. (D001-00-010126) 
  
Advanced Search and Extract | Step 2 - Removed code showing at bottom of web page. (D001-00-
010128) 
  
Advanced Search and Extract | Custom Data Extractor - Importing custom specs is now an option at the 
top of the web page. The Help now informs users what file types are allowed when importing custom 
extract specs. (D001-00-010134) 
  
Advanced Search and Extract | Custom Data Extractor - Redesigned My Provider List management 
screen. (D001-00-010206) 
  
Advanced Search and Extract - Large extractions will be sent to the queue instead of showing a loading 



screen causing the users to wait for the extraction to be completed.  The user requesting the extraction 
will be notified when the extraction is complete. (D001-00-010695) 
  
Advanced Search and Extract - Exported results were showing incorrect column names. (D001-00-
010775) 
  
Advance Search and Extract | Step 3 - PDF and MCRX extract option only shows for the appropriate 
systems (2552-10 & 2540-10).  This option will be hidden for systems where this extract is not 
available.  (D001-00-010854) 
  
Advanced Search and Extract - Resolved an issue where advanced search and extract was not returning a 
CSV output file.  (D001-00-011435) 
  
Available Facility Reports - Reports are now sorted correctly by FY, NPR and HCRIS Create dates. (D001-
00-010886) 
  
Available Facility Reports - The screen was showing "No Data" for reports that were present.  The search 
has been corrected to show all available reports. (D001-00-011135) 
  
General - Added a redirect to all secure pages to redirect to https. (D001-00-009236) 
  
General - Created a menu page instead of using drop-down or sub-menus on side pane. (D001-00-
009891) 
  
My Provider List - A new My Provider Page has been developed.  This new page allows for each system 
in HCRIS to have their own system specific list. (D001-00-010075) 
  
My Provider List - Will now only be allowed to add providers to My Provider List for systems the user is 
licensed for. (D001-00-010165) 
  
My Provider List - Added a count to the add provider screen showing how many providers were found 
matching the specified criteria.  (D001-00-010730) 
  
My Provider List - Allowed to use deleted My Providers List names when creating a new list.  (D001-00-
010766) 
  
Provider Map - Corrected the My Provider Map zoom in and out. (D001-00-010511) 
  
Provider Map - Is accessible to everyone; users no longer have to be logged in to view the Provider 
Map.  (D001-00-011468) 
  
Snap Shot Report - Excel reports had double footers if the spreadsheet was downloaded twice from the 
same screen.  (D001-00-010956) 
  
Snap Shot Report - Eliminated empty space at the bottom and made sure facility names on the top 
always take one line by using a collapse name format if name is too long. (D001-00-011205) 
  



  
Hospital HCRIS 
 
Snap Shot Report | DSH - All the titles and links to the DSH Summary report have been made uniform. 
All extracts to PDF, XLS and Specs all follow the same title.  (D001-00-010131) 
  
  
SNF HCRIS 
  
Snap Shot Report |S-7 - Modified page layout. (D001-00-009977) 
  
Snap Shot Report |S-7 - If user does not have SNF providers on their My Provider List, the user will be 
redirected to their My Provider List to add 2540 providers.   (D001-00-009998 & D001-00-010180) 
  
Snap Shot Report |S-7 - Added note that only 2540-10 reports are available; 2540-96 reports are not. 
(D001-00-010000) 
  
  
RHC HCRIS  
  
Advanced Search and Extract | Custom Data Extractor - 'Quick Adds' are now available.  'Quick Adds' are 
data fields that are exported frequently, when clicked on the worksheet, line and column will auto 
populate.  (D001-00-010015) 

  

Please contact us if you have any questions or comments regarding this announcement. 
  
Sincerely, 
Health Financial Systems 
(888) 216-6041    

 


